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             Week 31 - We finished our MAP testing! This is always a good feeling and a 
sign the end of the year is nearing. These scores are submitted to the diocese, and as a 
teacher I study these scores closely—looking for growth. Students also worked 
diligently on their research papers. It was a busy and productive week. All we needed 
was warm weather!

Curriculum Notes
Religion-We worked on chapter 7-Our Lord and Savior, Jesus Christ. We discussed 
vocabulary-annunciation, incarnation,  immaculate conception, and nativity. These 
words lead to the humanity of Jesus. We discussed Palm Sunday. The students are 
encouraged to attend Mass as this begins our Holy Week. The Passion (From the 
Gospel of Matthew) was divided up, and each student had a part and created a 
‘blackout poetry piece.’ 

Vocabulary- Again, we stepped away from our vocabulary book and worked on 
research papers. We did do a vocabulary word check. We have 6,498 words!

English-The students are doing an excellent job finding facts about their person! I love 
when they share a random fact here and there about their person. Next week, we will 
finish up the research for all the sources. We will work on  the outline and works cited 
pages.  I will give the final due date when we return from Easter break.

Reading-We almost finished  Roll of Thunder Hear my Cry.  We only have a few more 
pages. We worked on vocabulary. 

Science-We worked through two sections in Chapter 13-the nonliving environment. 
We discussed the rain shadow effect by creating a graph of rainfall for a mountain 
range.  Our chapter test will be next Wednesday.

Have a blessed Palm Sunday and a peaceful Holy Week. God bless. 

      Thank You!
Matt & Carrie Beyers-for being our 
Adopt-A-Class sponsors this year

8th Grade-for leading the Stations of the Cross all 
Lent.

Father Rodney- for relatable homilies at school 
Masses

            Calendar
Apr. 11- Holy Week begins
Apr. 13- Science Test
Apr. 13- 2:20 Dismissal- Break Begins!
Apr. 14-Apr. 18- Easter Break
Apr. 19-School Resumes
Apr. 27- Curriculum Fair
Apr.27- 12:05 Dismissal
May 2- Academic Banquet
May 27- Last Day of School

Therefore, encourage one another and build one another up, as indeed you do.
 1 Thessalonians 5 : 11

Look Who Did What!
Avery & Brooke- for ringing the 
bell

Sadie -for LOTS of vocab words

Tynlee, Brooke, & Conner-for 
representing SHS on the PJHS 
track team

Adriyana- for details on her 
Biome research

Jackson-for participating in a 
drum concert

Avery-for sharing her hunting 
experience

Truman-for math skills

Sadie-for excellent discussion 
during book club

Brenna- for a beautiful blackout 
poetry piece

Ryan-for showing good manners 
to a parishioner

Ms. Aumann’s Notes...


